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1. INTRODUCTION
The history of the Center for Data-intensive Systems (Daisy)

(daisy.aau.dk) at Aalborg University dates back to the late
1980’es where Christian S. Jensen was hired as a Ph.D. stu-
dent and outposted to the University of Maryland. After hav-
ing graduated in 1991, he was hired as an assistant professor
and started to build up a database group. The main research
topic was initially temporal data management [38, 65], includ-
ing temporal data models, temporal query languages such as
TSQL2, and temporal query processing techniques, in close
collaboration with Richard T. Snodgrass at the University of
Arizona. In the mid 1990’es, new faculty members and Ph.D.
students joined, followed by accelerated growth towards the
end of the 1990’es. During this period, two additional research
topics emerged, namely data warehousing/multidimensional
databases and spatio-temporal data management. In 2000, the
database group was merged with the programming language
group to form the Database and Programming Technologies
(DPT) group. This paper focuses on the data management
related research within DPT, excluding purely programming
language oriented research, and is authored by the permanent
faculty members involved in this research. During the next
decade, the research agenda widened as the group grew to also
cover mobile service infrastructure, business intelligence and
data mining, multimedia data management, as well as gen-
eral data management infrastructure. The Center for Data-
intensive Systems (Daisy) was founded in 2007. After two
decades at Aalborg University, Christian S. Jensen joined Aar-
hus University in 2010. Since then, the research has been led
by Professor Torben Bach Pedersen. The 28 current Daisy
members can be seen on the web page.

2. RESEARCH CONTEXT
Research Approach and Context. The overall research

philosophy is based on three principles. First, we aim to per-
form use inspired research which is motivated by the (real or
anticipated) practice and use of the resulting technologies. Do-

ing this means interacting regularly with practitioners, e.g.,
users or other stakeholders, and using real-world data when
available. We believe that doing so has a positive effect on
the relevance and impact of our research results. Second, the
aim is that research results should have general applicability.
Thus, the results should be more abstract than just providing
a solution to a single specific problem. The task of provid-
ing this will be done by practitioners themselves, ensuring a
productive division of labor. Third, our research is inherently
constructive and experimental in nature. Thus, we typically
design technical artifacts and most often build more or less
elaborate prototypes, which are used for experiments, the re-
sults of which guide subsequent improvement iterations.

The research philosophy also reflects the (funding- and other-
wise) context that we operate in. Our group has a good number
of full, associate, and assistant professors financed by the de-
partment. Post docs and Ph.D. students must however mostly
be funded by external grants. The funding bodies at Danish
and European level provide considerably more funding for ap-
plication-oriented projects than for purely research topic fo-
cused projects. Thus, it is necessary to use the participation in
application-oriented projects (which we do believe is good for
the research) to produce interesting general results. Doing this
is only possible if the deep domain knowledge required for the
applications is leveraged over a number of projects, gaining
synergy between the individual activities. To ensure this, we
focus on a few advanced key application areas, namely mo-
bile services, intelligent transport systems, energy, and logis-
tics. As we will see next, most of our projects do indeed have
the nature described above. Another characteristic of Aalborg
University is the use of Problem-Based Learning (PBL), where
students work in groups guided by a supervisor for half of the
time on all semesters. We thus try to utilize the student projects
in our research and collaboration.

Recent and On-going Projects. The MIRABEL FP7 project
(www.mirabel-project.eu) has introduced a data-driven
approach to smart grids, based on the novel concept of a flex-
offer, an atomic unit of intended electricity use and flexibility,
e.g., “1.5 kwh for my dishwasher over a 2 hour period any-
time between 8PM and 7AM.” By capturing, aggregating, and
scheduling these, a large part of the energy consumption (40%
for households, growing to 80% when EVs and heat pumps are
introduced) can be shifted in time and thus match much larger
quantities of renewable energy from wind mills, solar panels,
etc. Realizing this vision involves significant data manage-
ment challenges in the areas of aggregation, near real-time
DWs, tight integration with forecast data, large-scale distri-
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buted data management, etc. [3].
The Intelligent Sound (www.intelligentsound.dk) project in-

volved interdisciplinary collaboration with signal processing
researchers. The project aimed to support advanced and effi-
cient queries on music data by automatically extracting mu-
sic metadata (melody, rhythm, timbre, etc.) directly from the
sound signal. Modeling and querying frameworks, and effec-
tive indexing and query processing techniques, were devel-
oped, enabling efficient advanced querying (playlist genera-
tion, etc.) on even very large music databases.

The Daisy Innovation project (daisy.aau.dk/dain) funded by
the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) collabo-
rates with companies in the North Jutland Region within data-
intensive systems, through education activities, technical ad-
vice for companies, networks for knowledge exchange, and
smaller, focused sub-projects on specific topics such as busi-
ness intelligence, data mining (where results are already in
TARGIT products), database testing, mobile services, and in-
telligent transport systems. The focus of the project is as much
on innovation as it is on research, yet a number of papers re-
sulted from the collaboration.

Emerging computing application areas, e.g., transportation,
involve the monitoring of continuous variables which yields
massive update loads that existing systems cannot contend with.
Thus, the Sensload project (sensload.cs.aau.dk) explored tech-
niques for selective shedding of updates and it developed main-
memory-optimized data structures and algorithms that increase
the update throughput of database systems.

The BagTrack project (daisy.aau.dk/bagtrack) funded by The
Danish Advanced Technology Foundation aims to build a glo-
bal IT solution that significantly improves the worldwide avi-
ation baggage handling quality. Daisy develops data manage-
ment techniques, specifically data cleansing, continuous query
processing, data warehousing, and data mining, for massive
amounts of baggage RFID data.

The REDUCTION (www.reduction-project.eu) FP7 project
aims to lower the environmental footprint from the transporta-
tion of passengers. Daisy provides accurate computation and
estimates of travel times and fuel consumption of individual
trips to support for improved fleet management and trip plan-
ning. This requires efficient handling of large GPS data sets
with a huge number of trajectories, based on a completely
open-source software stack. The fuel reductions are evaluated
through two case studies using real-world Danish data.

The Streamspin project (streamspin.cs.aau.dk) aimed to “be
for mobile services what Youtube is for video.” The Stream-
spin system: (i) enables user-generated services by enabling
programmers to create service templates from which non-pro-
grammers can create services, (ii) offers support for basic as-
pects of services such as authentication, security, and privacy
as well as the ability to flexibly push content to users, (iii)
enables tracking of users with varying accuracy, (iv) enables
service sharing, and (v) enables the scalable delivery of ser-
vices. The system is regularly used in teaching mobile system
development and has been used by several projects.

In support of the regional development strategy for North
Jutland of using location and context information for Smart-
Cities, Intelligent transport and Infotainment, the SmartCam-
pusAAU (smartcampus.cs.aau.dk) ERDF project built a generic
infrastructure that extends Streamspin to a software platform
(Android, iPhone, Windows Mobile) for combined indoor po-

sitioning (WiFi and Bluetooth) and outdoor GPS positioning.
Demonstrators were built with the companies MVC-Data (se-
cure door locks), Folia (campus services) and the Utzon Centre
(educational). The follow-up SmartCampus 2.0 project com-
mercializes the results through Folia which now has product
offerings on creating indoor maps on top of Google Maps.

Next, we will describe recent (mid 2000s and up) and cur-
rent data management related research topics.

3. SPATIO-TEMPORAL DATA MANAGE-
MENT

This work is generally motivated by the increasing abun-
dance of spatio-temporal data, often in the form of GPS data
obtained from a variety of so-called moving objects, as well as
the increasing mobile use of services and the Internet.

Frequent Updates and Indexing. The group devoted a
substantial effort to the development of spatial and spatio-tem-
poral indexing techniques. Several new indexing techniques
have been proposed, and benchmarking of indexes has been
pursued [8]. Recently the group turned its attention to emerg-
ing application areas of computing technologies that involve
the monitoring of continuous variables, such as positions of
moving objects. Such monitoring yields massive update loads
that existing systems are unable to contend with. We explored
a number of spatial indexing approaches to enable the support
of such application areas. One such approach is shedding of
index updates. We proposed a framework [69] that renders an
underlying disk-based R-tree index adaptive to the incoming
workload. Query latency is low in frequently queried areas,
but it is allowed to deteriorate in infrequently queried areas, in
order to free resources to process massive update loads. Alter-
natively, we explored the best ways to use main memory for
update operation buffering in R-trees [2].

For very high update rates solutions involving secondary
storage are not practical. An extensive experimental study
was performed to compare main-memory variants of the R-
tree with variants of a simple, uniform grid [74]. In addition
to main-memory, another resource keeps increasing in current
computer systems, namely the parallel processing capabilities
of chip multi-processors (CMPs). We explored how to har-
ness this parallelism to support high rates of spatial updates.
This involves the non-trivial challenge of avoiding contention
between long-running queries and frequent updates. One ap-
proach is to maintain two copies of an index, a static index for
queries and a live one for updates, and to perform frequent re-
freshing of the query index by copying of the live index [73,
72]. Alternatively, a more fine grained concurrency control
based on hardware-assisted atomic updates as well as object-
level copying is employed in PGrid [75].

Spatio-Textual Search and Ranking of Spatial Web Ob-
jects. Web users and content are increasingly being geo-po-
sitioned, and increased focus is being given to serving local
content in response to textual web queries. This development
calls for spatial keyword queries that take into account both
the locations and textual descriptions of content. We studied
the efficient, joint processing of multiple top-k spatial keyword
queries [79] and moving top-k spatial keyword query process-
ing [80]. Incorporating the effects of the nearby objects to
a returned query result, a so called prestige-based relevance,
was also explored [5]. Related to this research is the research
on automatic mining of the semantically significant locations
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from the GPS traces of movement [4].
Skyline Queries. In the context of multi-dimensional data

management, we have conducted series of research on sky-
lines that go beyond the limits of conventional skyline queries.
A flexible framework [48] is proposed to efficiently resolve ar-
bitrary user-specified size constraints on skyline queries. An-
other generalized framework [89] guides the extension of con-
ventional skyline queries. The conventional skyline dominance
concept is adapted to rank assorted user preferences [49]. In
addition we have studied how to upgrade disadvantaged points
to skyline points at a low cost [47]. We have also developed
skyline algorithms for distributed sites [6], peer-to-peer net-
works [10, 7], and data streams [52]. Further, we have in-
tegrated the skyline dominance concept to spatial queries to
support various spatial decision makings [51] as well as spa-
tial object ranking [88].

ITS. Within spatio-temporal research Intelligent Transport
Systems (ITS) is a focus area. In particular, usage of trajecto-
ries to determine turn-times in intersections, estimating travel-
time, and finding eco-friendly routes has been studied [42, 41].

We have access to several large GPS data sets and have built
a large software infrastructure for handling GPS and trajectory
data to make the results available to collaborators.

The group also worked on other topics within spatio-tem-
poral data management such as modeling, indexing, and query
processing proposals for spatial-network constrained objects
and tracking of moving objects.

4. MOBILE SERVICES
Daisy has engaged in a range of research activities that tar-

get technologies for outdoor as well as indoor mobile services.
These activities have produced not only novel theoretical find-
ings, but also useful practical prototypes.

Middleware for Mobile Services. As described in Sec-
tion 2, the Streamspin platform focused on enabling user-ge-
nerated location-based services by building a scalable mid-
dleware infrastructure for mobile services. An overview of
Streamspin is given in a journal paper [39]. Streamspin has
served as prototyping infrastructure for many activities, in-
cluding outdoor GPS-based tracking of mobile objects, WiFi-
and Bluetooth based indoor positioning, as well as seamless
indoor-outdoor positioning [32, 31, 28]. Streamspin has been
extended to produce a middleware infrastructures for indoor
positioning.

Indoor Positioning. The foundations for the work on WiFi-
based indoor positioning uses the so-called finger printing tech-
nique where a radiomap is constructed for building by mea-
suring signal strengths at given locations inside it and storing
these in a database. These fingerprints are later used to po-
sition a mobile user by measuring received signals and look-
ing up the position in the database. The approach developed
in Daisy exploits a weighted graph approach to achieve effi-
ciency and accuracy [29, 30]. Similarly to WiFi, it is possible
to use Bluetooth signals if a Bluetooth infrastructure is avail-
able. Such an approach and comparative studies with WiFi
have been conducted reporting a slightly higher precision from
Bluetooth over WiFi, but at the expense of a much more fine-
grained and costly infrastructure [31]. In addition, we have
conducted studies on hybrid indoor positioning [1] with both
WiFi and Bluetooth technologies. Particularly, a limited num-
ber of expensive Bluetooth hotspots are deliberately deployed

at preselected indoor positions such that the indoor space as
well as the original WiFi radio map is partitioned into small
parts. As a result, the computation is reduced for the online
WiFi based positioning, and the overall positioning accuracy
is enhanced. The combination of indoor WiFi based and out-
door GPS based positioning and a Bluetooth based door lock
protocol for easy access to buildings requiring authentication
of users has also been studied [78]. The protocol has been
formally verified and made public for scrutiny.

Managing Indoor Space and Indoor Moving Objects. In-
door spaces are characterized by unique entities such as walls,
doors, rooms, etc. that not only allow but also constrain move-
ments. Such characteristics, plus the fact that alternative po-
sitioning technologies other than GPS are much more suit-
able in indoor spaces, call for new data management technolo-
gies for indoor spaces and moving objects in indoor spaces.
Daisy has been one of the pioneers in the line of this new
research frontier. We have designed a distance-aware indoor
space model [46] that supports efficient spatial queries includ-
ing shortest path searching in indoor spaces, as well as a uni-
fied space model [33] for large mixed spaces like an airport.
Other topics in the indoor setting include: indoor moving ob-
ject tracking [36], indoor trajectory indexing techniques [37],
indoor-distance aware queries [81], and query processing for
indoor moving objects [82, 83, 50].

Location Privacy in Mobile Services. Further, Daisy has
been active in the area of location-related privacy protection
for different kinds of mobile services. Relevant contributions
apply to location privacy aware spatial queries in client-server
location-based services [87, 86], privacy-preserving online
route planning [70], geo-social networks [77, 18, 17], and
health care emergency services [71]. We have also explored
privacy in location based systems where the goal is to detect
and maintain the proximity/separation information between pri-
vate moving object positions [76].

5. DATA WAREHOUSING AND BI
Data warehousing and business intelligence tools and tech-

niques motivated by advanced realworld business intelligence
applications is another major research topic, divided in a num-
ber of subareas.

ETL Frameworks. The group has developed its own pro-
grammatic approach to Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) that un-
like tradtional graphical ETLs aims to provide very high ETL
programmer productivity through high-level, code-based tools.
First was the Python-based pygramETL [66] that provides a
number of high-level constructs for dimensional ETL concepts
such as star and snowflake schemas and slowly-changing di-
mensions (SCDs). This was later complemented with a ver-
sion supporting multi-core parallel execution [67] and the
ETLMR framework that runs on MapReduce environments and
thus provides very good scalability [44, 45].

Near-real-time DW and BI. The group has developed the
RiTE (Right-Time Etl) middleware system that combines
INSERT-like data availability with bulk loading speeds through
the use of a main memory based catalyst that provides data
on-demand and is transparent to the data producers and con-
sumers [68]. A system for performing effective OLAP on
data streams has also been developed [85]. Recently, real-
time BI on energy data scenarios led to the TimeTravel system
that supports efficient seamless querying of past and (fore-
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casted) future data using a hierarchical model-based storage
scheme [40], and to techniques for subscription-based forecast
queries [16].

Bitmap Indexing. A novel compressed bitmap index called
Postion List Word Aligned Hybrid (PLWAH) was developed [15].
Compared to the previous state-of-the-art techniques WAH, it
often only takes half the storage space and provides 60-70%
better query performance, through the use of special CPU in-
structions available on modern processors. The PLWAH tech-
nique is currently patent pending and is being commercialized
through the Algorhyme startup company.

Warehousing and OLAPing Complex Data. This major
topic covers the 3XL system that utilizes the object-relational
features of PostgreSQL for efficiently warehousing OWL Lite
data [43], the Multidimensional Integrated Ontologies frame-
work for designing semantic web DWs [57], online integration
of cubes with XML and object data [84], the relevance cube
(R-cube) framework for contextualizing DWs with text docu-
ments [61, 60], warehousing smart grid data [64] and aggre-
gating smart grid inspired so-called flexibility objects [63], and
finally warehousing multi-granular dimensional data [34]

Spatio-temporal Data Warehousing and Data Mining.
This research covers pattern mining and privacy-preserving
data mining and data collection on moving object trajecto-
ries [26, 24, 27], continuous moving object location and den-
sity prediction on road networks [19], spatio-temporal data
generation [21], spatio-temporal prediction in mobile
networks [62] and their use in location-based advertising [20]
and social ride- and cab-sharing [22, 25, 23].

Sentinels. This is a novel type of data mining pattern cap-
turing cause-effect relationships between changes in cube mea-
sure values. Sentinels can warn users of possible future changes
in key so-called target measures such as revenue based on ear-
lier changes in earlier so-called source measures. The concepts
of sentinels was formalized [53] and a number of increasingly
efficient algorithms developed [56] which were incorporated
into the commercial TARGIT BI Suite [54, 55].

6. FURTHER TOPICS
Multimedia Data Management. This was a major topic

during the last half of the 2000s, but is now no longer actively
pursued. The research focused on providing effective and scal-
able techniques for different types of multimedia data. Spe-
cific topics included querying frameworks and playlist gener-
ation for music databases [13, 14]; effective indexing tech-
niques for large music databases [35]; effective query pro-
cessing techniques for large music databases [12]; similar-
ity search for high-dimensional multimedia data such as time
series and images; data mining, especially subspace cluster-
ing, for high-dimensional multimedia data; text mining and
question-answering systems; and social network mining.

Data Management Infrastructure. This covers perfor-
mance and correctness test of database applications [58, 9] and
automated evaluation of database schemas. The work is being
done in close collaboration with industry partners.

7. FUTURE PERSPECTIVES AND OP-
PORTUNITIES

Finally, we turn to the research agenda for the coming years.
Motivated by the increasing proliferation of IT services pro-

cessing ever larger and more complex data sets on diverse plat-
forms, the main overall research theme will be data-intensive
services - mobile, ubiquitous, cloud, and beyond. The group
further plans to build on its strengths in spatio-temporal data
management and mobile services, including spatial and spatio-
temporal indexing and query processing, and support for in-
tegrating indoor and outdoor spaces. Finally, another focus
area will be cloud intelligence [59, 11]; i.e., BI in, for, and
with the cloud, which is also explored in the new Cloud In-
telligence workshop series co-located with VLDB (eric.univ-
lyon2.fr/cloud-i).

Energy data management will be explored in the TotalFlex
project (www.totalflex.dk) and in further funded projects, and
within the Energy Data Management workshop series co-lo-
cated with EDBT (www.endm.org). Similarly, new funded
projects are expected within mobile services (for example e-
health services), logistics, and intelligent transport systems.

Positions will be regularly available at most levels. A num-
ber of Ph.D. positions are available each year, especially in
the brand new Erasmus Mundus Joint Doctorate IT Technolo-
gies for Business Intelligence - Doctoral Collegege (IT4BI-
DC) (it4bi-dc.ulb.ac.be) in collaboration with ULB (Zimanyi),
TUD (Lehner), UPC (Abello), and PUT (Wrembel), with ap-
plication deadline December 21, 2012. Post doc, assistant, and
associate professor positions will be announced annually.
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